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Minutes of LACUNY Cataloging Roundtable
Tuesday, April 28, 2009

Present: Angela Sidman (GC, Co-chair) and Sandy Urban (YC, Co-chair), Kevin Reiss (OLS), Jin Ma (BB), Monica Berger (NY), Ewa Dzurak (SI), Francine Egger-Sider (LG), Janey Chao (BB), Marguerite Iskenderian (BC), Marsha Clark (Central), Laurel Franklin (CC), Dolores Grande (JJ), Marlene Kandel (JJ), Ronnie Gomez (QC), Jung Cho (QB), Michael Borries (Central), Nancy Macomber (CL), Roberta Pike (KB), Karl Madden (ME)

1) Introductions
2) MarcEdit workshop (Angela Sidman and Kevin Reiss)
   - Angela and Kevin distributed a handout with MarcEdit information. For the most up-to-date version, visit the wiki <http://cunycataloging.pbworks.com/>
   - Kevin did a software demonstration.
   - Angela Sidman (GC) and Jin Ma (BB) showed how they use MarcEdit in their daily workflows.
   - After the presentations, practice time allowed catalogers to try MarcEdit with some test records.
3) Election of a new co-chair
   - Angela’s two-year term as co-chair has now ended.
   - Sandy Urban (YC) and Karl Madden (ME) will be co-chairs for the 2009-2010 academic year.
4) Copyright survey

Respectfully submitted,
Sandy Urban (YC)

Angela Sidman (GC, Co-chair) and Sandy Urban (GC, Co-chair)